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Introduction-Aerosol invigoration effect

Cold-phase invigoration

Rosenfeld et al. (2008) Fan et al. (2018) 

Aerosols could enhance convection by “warm-phase invigoration” or “cold-phase
invigoration”, induced by enhanced water vapor condensation or freezing of more
liquid condensates respectively.
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Warm-phase invigoration



Introduction-Wind shear regulates aerosol impacts

Fan et al. (2009)

Wind shear is found to be a strong regulator of aerosol indirect effects since it could
change convective dynamics and significantly change the rates of microphysical
processes especially evaporation.



How aerosols impact different MCSs that are developed under

strong wind shear conditions at different vertical levels?

The motivation



Model description and experiment design 

⛈ WRF-SBM (Khain et al., 2004; Fan et al., 2012)

⛈ A mesoscale convective system occurring 

in Southeast China on July 17, 2008 (Ctrl)

⛈ Clean-280 cm-3

⛈ Polluted-280*6 cm-3

⛅ Increasing the wind speeds (u and v) by 

2.5 times at

⛅ L-shear: 0-5 km

⛅ M-shear: 5-10 km

⛅ U-shear: >10 km

⛅ A-shear: all levels



Wind shear effects on convective organization

深对流云

Ctrl L-shear M-shear

U-shear A-shear

Chen et al. (2015)

L-shear leads to an organized quasi-line system; M-shear results in a super-cell like
convective system; U-shear does not impact the convective system structure; A-shear
leads to a smaller convective area and generally weaker convection.

Spatial distribution 

of rain rate



Aerosol effects on convection

The overall structure of the convective system at the mesoscale also does not change
much except for L-shear, in which the convective system in the polluted condition
turns to be more like a quasi-line structure.

Ctrl L-shear M-shear U-shear A-shear
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Spatial distribution of composite radar reflectivity



Aerosol effects on convection-vertical velocity

Aerosols lead to stronger updrafts below 8 km but weaker ones above 8 km for
all the wind shear cases.

Updrafts
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Aerosol effects on convection-buoyancy

⛅ The effects of aerosols on 

cloud buoyancy is similar to 

that on vertical velocities.

⛅ Both thermal buoyancy and 

water loading buoyancy are 

enhanced in polluted 

conditions.

⛅ The stronger updrafts below 

8 km mainly induced by 

enhanced thermal buoyancy.

𝐵 = 𝑔 (
𝜃 − 𝜃

𝜃
+ 0.61 𝑞𝑣 − 𝑞𝑣 − 𝑞𝑡)



Aerosol effects on convection-latent heat

⛅ Condensation and 

deposition are the main 

contributors to the total 

latent heat release in 

comparison with melting 

and riming processes. 

⛅ The latent heat released 

from condensation is 

increased, but that from 

deposition is decreased,

explaining enhanced 

convection below 8 km 

and suppressed 

convection above 8 km.



Aerosol effects on precipitation 

The accumulated precipitation is increased from the clean to polluted
conditions, which is mainly a result of the increased occurrence frequency of
heavy rain for all the wind shear cases due to stronger convective strength at
the low and middle levels.



Aerosol effects on precipitation 

Both convective and stratiform rain rates increase with aerosols in all the wind
shear cases; the increase of the convective rain rate is more significant than that
of stratiform rain rate.

Convective rain
Rain rate >15 mm/h

Stratiform rain
Rain rate: 0.25-15 mm/h



Aerosol effects on cloud fraction 

At upper levels, cloud fraction is increased by up to 40% with aerosols in the L-
shear and M-shear; the cloud fraction changes are negligible in the cases with
strong upper-level wind shear.



Aerosol effects on cloud top height and thickness 
Deep 

convection

Stratiform
/anvil

Shallow 
convection

The occurrence frequency of shallow convection is reduced but that of deep
convection is increased in polluted runs, indicating aerosol invigoration effect.



Aerosols lead to slower settling of ice particles

The smaller effective radius of ice particles leads to smaller terminal velocity and fall velocity,
therefore the ice particles can suspend at upper troposphere for longer time and hence results in
larger area of stratiform/anvil, consisting with the results of Fan et al. (2013).



Summery 

⛈Aerosols induce both stronger updrafts and downdrafts in all wind shear

cases.

⛈The invigorated convection below 8-km results from enhanced

condensational heating, while the reduced one above 8-km is because of

weakened depositional growth.

⛈The accumulated rainfall and rain rate are increased with aerosols

accompanied with increased occurrence frequency of heavy rain.

⛈Aerosols lead to higher frequency of deep convective cloud, and more

stratiform/anvil clouds, but a lower frequency of shallow warm clouds.
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